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Outline


Similarities and key differences US EPA 1986 & 2012 water criteria
for recreation



Human impacted waters – important pathogens and features



Non-human impacted waters – important pathogens and
contrast to human impacted waters



Mixtures of human & non-human contamination



Findings from CA rec water studies in context of differential risk
from human / nonhuman sources



Take away messages
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2012 vs 1986 water criteria for recreation
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Key difference


1986 criteria “were selected in order to further carry forward the same level of water
quality associated with EPA’s previous criteria recommendations to protect the primary
contact recreation use”



2012 criteria have a much closer linkage to the underpinning level of health protection
“The mean illness rates associated with the 2012 RWQC water quality recommendations are approximately 32
cases of NGI per 1,000 primary contact recreators for a culturable enterococci GM criterion of 30 cfu per 100 mL
and 36 cases of NGI per 1,000 primary contact recreators for a culturable enterococci GM criterion of 35 cfu per
100 mL, in both marine and fresh water”



The 2012 illness rates were used to estimate equivalent criteria values for culturable E.
coli and Enterococcus spp. via qPCR



This establishes a risk-based framework for alternative indicators and methods

Alternative criteria – why and how
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WHY




EPA’s epidemiological studies were conducted in recreational waters impacted by treated wastewater


Conducted during summer bathing season



Account for full range of weather conditions observed

The fecal indicator bacteria (FIB) / pathogen combination(s) may vary in other sources of contamination
and waters impacted by other sources

HOW




States could adopt alternative criteria to reflect local conditions and human exposure patterns


Alternative health relationship derived using epidemiology with or without QMRA



QMRA results to determine water quality values associated with a specific illness rate



Different indicator/method combination

May be adopted into a state water quality standard provided that they are scientifically defensible,
protective of the use, and reviewed and approved by EPA
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Waters impacted
by human
sources
What pathogens likely cause
the majority of illnesses in
recreational waters impacted
by human sources?

Waters impacted by human sources

Takeaway: In human impacted waters viruses are likely etiologic agents of concern
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Waters impacted
by mixtures of
human sources
When recreational waters are
impacted by a mixture of
human sources, which source
is most important?
• FIB culture
• FIB qPCR
• WWTP effluent
• Pathogen risk
•

Raw sewage

(FIB = fecal indicator bacteria)

Waters impacted by mixtures of
human sources


Hypothetical waterbody had both raw sewage
and treated wastewater effluent



A combination of two different human sources is
required to achieve the 35 ENT /100mL and
30/1000 GI illness combination



The different sources contribute varying levels of
impact (culture, qPCR, volume, risk)



Takeaway: The source contributing the majority
of risk in a mixture may be overlooked when only
culture based FIB are assessed
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Waters impacted
by non-human
sources
At a fixed level of fecal indicator
bacteria, are the risks in nonhuman impacted waters the
same or different than those in
human impacted waters?

Waters
impacted
by human
and nonhuman
sources

Takeaway: Some non-human sources have lower risks than human sources
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Waters impacted
by mixtures of
human and nonhuman sources
What is the risk profile for waters
impacted by mixtures of human
and non-human sources?
Is it possible to derive FIB values
that correspond to a specific risk
level for waters impacted by
mixtures of human and nonhuman contamination?
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Waters impacted by mixtures of
human and non-human sources
Human / Non-pathogenic source

Human / animal sources
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Waters impacted by mixtures of
human and non-human sources
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Enterococci concentrations corresponding to 36/1000 illnesses for
various mixed contamination scenarios

Takeaway: In waters with mixed sources, higher levels of Ent can correspond to illness benchmark

Integrating source
specific risk information
with results from CA rec
water studies epidemiology
Numerous rec water epi studies
conducted in CA
•

Avalon, Doheny, Malibu, San Diego,
Santa Monica

FIB measured via culture can do a good
job in some / many cases
Other indicator / methods can improve
health outcome predictions depending on
specific conditions at studied location
•

F+ coliphage

•

Human markers (e.g. HF183)
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Integrating source
specific risk information
with results from CA rec
water studies – Surfer
Health Study (SHS)
SHS - first epi & QMRA study to quantify risks
from coastal water exposure after storms
Focus - wet weather stream flows affecting
coastal waters
•

Human sources of contamination
contribute viral and bacterial pathogens
to streams during wet weather

•

QMRA and epi results closely matched

•

Viruses were important predicted cause
of GI illness
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Pulling it all together
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The 2012 RWQC provides significant opportunities and additional flexibilities to address CAspecific recreational water quality issues


Scientifically defensible



Protective of the use

Strong scientific foundation to believe


Human enteric viruses are important etiologic agents in human impacted waters



Risks associated with some non-human sources is lower than human contamination



Nature and magnitude of the source and the source dynamics are critical considerations

Final thoughts
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Some recreational waters in CA may benefit from consideration of alternative standards or
alternative implementation approaches




Many coastal CA rec waters are not impacted by treated WWTP effluent


different source than EPA epi studies,



could have different ratios of fecal indicator bacteria/pathogens

Some alternative indicators are more effective at some CA study sites



Could consider different method(s) and/or different indicator(s)



Potential to achieve better health protection



Could allow regulated community ability to focus on effective human health risk reduction
rather than solely on fecal indicator bacteria reduction

